[Detection of endonuclease activity and several features of chromatin autolysis in brain cell nuclei].
The presence of Ca2+, Mg2+-dependent endonuclease activity in isolated brain cell nuclei was demonstrated and a comparison of some peculiarities of chromatin autolysis in rat brain and liver cell nuclei was carried out. Endogenous brain nuclease hydrolyzes chromatin into its structural subunits; its specific activity is 10,5 times as low as compared to the endogenous nuclease activity in rat liver nuclei. The dependency of the chromatin autolysis rate on pH and ionic composition of the incubation medium in isolated rate brain and liver nuclei appeared to be the same. The presence of Mn2+ changed the autolysis nature both in brain and in liver cell nuclei, the relative (as compared to Mg2+-dependent) Mn2+-dependent activity being higher in the brain cell nuclei. Possible differences of brain and liver chromatin structure (e. g. the presence of regions free of nucleosomic organization in brain chromatin) are assumed.